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Across
8. Deluge of controversy after artist skinned 
mink (9)
9. I’m off trading centrally with European 
Union (5)
11. A vice, one trapping a hand (7)
12. Bitten end of pen leaked (7)
13. Say godmother is pretty? Yes (5)
14. Funny Dawn gets staff guy from 23d (9)
16. Stop in south-west London to make south-
east go nuts - think on (5,10)
19. Where one can watch footballers taking 
cocaine (9)
21. “So Deep the Far Sea” closes show (5)
22. Sticky treat ruins meal after cut of fish (7)
23. See 14d
24. Film director is founder of Cambridge 
professorship (5)
25. Once in a long time, once in a dreadfully 
long time, starts to get involved (9) 

Down
1. After sleeping, eats rotten steak, barfs (10)
2. Sweet amour; it is wretched when love 
leaves (8)
3. Not a complete loss if you harden up (6)
4. Put a little ketamine in coffee for a laugh (4)
5. Dictator’s assistant murdered me in sauna, 
splitting head (10)
6. London estate building, a barn with writer 
in residence (8)
7. Unit of currency essentially 
deliquidated (4)
10. Faith returns in abysmal situation (5)
14 & 23a. Man imprisoned in corrupt SA, feller 
with no need for protest song (4,6,7)
15. Skimmed friend without making a 
killing? (10)
17. Where to lower one’s standards after 
tragedy? (4-4)
18. Maybe here, Max’s counterpart is an 
instrument (8)
20. One classical order of three pence or one 
hundred (5)
21. Having shelter, but nothing for head (6)
22. Remainder of 160 divided by 1 (4)
23. Lorraine’s settlement came to an end (4)


